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ABSTRACT
Auto associative memory is widely used network for pattern
storage and recalling of patterns. Hopfield network, Hamming
network are popularly known auto associative memory
networks. In this paper we present comparative analysis in
term of storage and recalling efficiency of Hopfield network
and Hamming network and we choose images of letters. The
results of the simulation for Hopfield and hamming network
for character recognition under high noise are delineated and
mentioned.

General Terms

The set of points (vectors) attracted to a certain attractor
during the iterations of a network is referred to as the
"attraction area" or "attraction basin" of this attractor. The set
of motionless points or fixed points of Hopfield's network
works as a memory. In this case, the network can operate as
associative memory. These input vectors, which enter the
sphere of attraction of a separate attractor, are connected
(connected) with it. For example, the attractor may be a
desirable image. The area of an attraction can consist of noisy
or incomplete versions of this image. There is a hope that
images that vaguely recall a desirable image will be
remembered by a network associated with this image.

Pattern Recognition, Neural Network, Hopfield Network,
Hamming Network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Here we take Hopfield network and Hamming network for
performance analysis. This paper is organized in five sections.
Section II describes structure and properties of Hopfield
network .The method of weight matrix calculation are
presented and its properties is considered and analyzed. In
section III Hamming network is presented, its structure and
properties are considered; algorithm of weight adjustment is
described. In section IV simulation results of Hopfield and
Hamming network with different level of noise is presented.
Section V is used for conclusion.

2. HOPFIELD NETWORK
Hopfield Neural Network is an example of a network that can
be defined as a dynamic feedback system, where the output of
a fully direct operation serves as an input for the next
operation of a network as shown in Fig 1. Networks that work
with feedback is recurrent networks or feedback networks.
Each direct operation of a network is called iteration. Like all
other nonlinear dynamic systems, recurrent networks are
capable of showing the whole variety of different behaviors.
In particular, one potential pattern of behavior is that the
system can be stable, i.e., it can converge at the single fixed
(motionless) point. If the motionless point is an input to such a
dynamic system, we will have the same point at the output.
This keeps the system in the same state. Periodic cycles or
chaotic behavior are also possible.
It has been shown that the Hopfield networks are stable. In
general, it can be more than a fixed point. This depends on the
starting point chosen for the initial iteration, to which fixed
point a network converges. Motionless points are called
attractors.

Fig 1: Architecture of Binary Hopfield neural network
In Fig. 1 the binary Hopfield network is represented. Input
and output vectors are bipolar i.e., “+1”and “-1”. There is a
symmetric weight matrix W =||wij|| of integers with zeros are
set on a diagonal. The input vector X is multiplied by a weight
matrix using conventional matrix and vector multiplication.
The input vector X is fed to the corresponding neurons, and
the output vector is calculated. However, for each iteration,
only one component of an output vector Y = [yj] is used. This
method is known as “asynchronous update”. This component
which can be chosen randomly or by turn enters to a threshold
element, whose output is bipolar (–1, or +1). Corresponding
component of an input vector is replaced by this value and
thus forms an input vector for the next iteration. The process
continues until the input and output vectors become equal,
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i.e., the motionless point is reached. This algorithm is
discussed below.

2.1 Algorithm of Asynchronous Updates
At the first moment an input vector X is fed with weight||w ij||
to input neurons and the total signal at the input of jth neuron
Sj(x) is defined. Outputs of neurons are fed to their inputs.
The following operations are to be made:
Calculate components of an output vector yj, j = 1, 2, ..., n,
using the formula

Where

If etalon arrays form a set of orthogonal vectors, it is possible
to guarantee that if the weight matrix is determined as shown
above in formula (3), each etalon vector will be a motionless
point. However, generally in order that etalons become
motionless points, orthogonality isn’t obligatory. It should be
noted that Hopfield network weights aren’t trained like Back
Propagation or RBF networks but are calculated in accordance
with formula (3).
One of the major drawback of Hopfield network is “cross
associations” in which similar type of letters cannot be
recalled perfectly for example, in our experiment letter p and
q have similarity so when one letter is recalled with certain
noise either imperfect image of that letter is retrieved or other
letter is recalled .

3. HAMMING NEURAL NETWORK
• To execute asynchronous correction, i.e. [2–4]:
Step 1: start with an input vector (x1; x2; ...; xn).
Step 2: find yj according to the formula (1).
Step 3: replace (x1; x2; ...; xn) with (y1; x2; ...; xn)= Y and
a feed Y back to input X.

When there is no need that the network would display an
etalon pattern in an explicit form, that is it is enough to define,
say, a class of a pattern, associative memory is realized
successfully by Hamming’s network. This network is
characterized, in comparison with Hopfield’s network, by
smaller costs of memory and volume of calculations that
becomes obvious of its structure and work (Fig. 2) [2, 6].

Step 4: repeat process to find y2; y3, etc. and replace the
corresponding inputs.
Repeat steps 2–3 until the vector: Y = (y1; y2; ...; yn)
ceases to change.
It was proved each such step reduces the value of
communications energy E if at least one of outputs has
changed:

so convergence to a motionless point (attractor) is provided.
Asynchronous correction and zeros on a diagonal of a matrix
W guarantee that power function (2) will decrease with each
iteration [2][5]. Asynchronous correction is especially
essential to ensuring convergence to a motionless point. If we
allow whole vector to be corrected on each iteration, it is
possible to receive a network with periodic cycles as terminal
states of an attractor, but not with motionless points.

2.2 Patterns of Behavior of Hopfield’s
Network
Weight matrix distinguishes behavior of one Hopfield’s
network from another so there is a question: “How to define
this weight matrix?” The answer is it should be given a set of
certain weight vectors which are called etalon arrays. There is
a hope that these etalon arrays will be the fixed points of a
resultant Hopfield’s network, though it is not always so. In
order to ensure these etalons to be attractors, the weight
matrix W =|| wij|| should be calculated so [5]:

=0 otherwise

if i=j

where N is a number of the etalon arrays, X k is the kth etalon
array.

Fig 2: Architecture of Hamming network
The network consists of two layers. The first and second
layers both have m neurons, where m is a number of patterns.
Neurons of the first layer have n synapses connected to the
network inputs (forming a fictitious zero layer). Neurons of
the second layer are connected among themselves by synaptic
links. The only synapse with positive feedback for each
neuron is connected to his axon.
The idea of network working consists in finding of Hamming
distance from the tested pattern to all patterns represented by
their weights. Hamming distance is the measure of number of
different bits in two binary vectors. The network has to
choose a pattern which has the minimum of Hamming
distance to an unknown input pattern therefore the only one of
a network outputs corresponding to this pattern will be made
active.
At an initialization stage the following values are assigned to
weight coefficients of the first layer and a threshold of
activation function (T).
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Here xki is the ith an element of the kth pattern.
Weight coefficients of the braking synapses in the second
layer are assigned to some value −ε, where 0< ε<1/m., where
m is a number of patterns.
The neuron synapse connected with its own axon has a weight
(+1).

3.1 Algorithm of work of a Hamming
Network
1.

Enter the unknown vector X={
; to a
network input and determine outputs of the first
layer neurons (the superscript in brackets in formula
(6) specifies number of a layer):

After that initialize states of axons of the second layer with
received values:

2.

network input sample of letters (1, 7, e, q, p) was used. Then
generated noisy patterns from this sample were entered and
their recognition was performed. Level of noise changed from
0 to 50 %. Results of recognition of the specified symbols are
presented in Fig. 3. On the screen 4 images (patterns) are
presented (from top to down): the initial image—a etalon, the
noisy image, result of Hamming network, result of Hopfield’s
network (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

4.1 Analysis of Results
Results of the experiments with Hopfield’s and Hamming’s
networks are presented in the Table 1. A corresponding table
element is a result of recognition by a network.
Table 1.Comparative results of experiments with
Hopfield and Hamming Networks
Recognitio
n of letters
(Hamming
, Hopfield)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

1

(1,1)

(1,0.5)

(1,1)

(1,.5)

(1,.5)

(0,0)

7

(1,1)

(1,0.5)

(1,0.5)

(1,1)

(1,0.5)

(0,0)

e

(1,1)

(1,0.5)

(1,1)

(1,1)

(0,0)

(0,0)

q

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(0,0)

p

(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(1,0)

(0,0)

Calculate new states of the second layer neurons

and values of their axons:

Here f is the activation function has a threshold, thus the size
of a threshold should be rather big so that any possible values
arguments won’t lead to saturation.
Check, whether the output of the second layer neurons has
changed since the last iteration. If no then stop otherwise pass
to a step 2 of next iteration.
From the description of algorithm it is evident that the role of
the first layer is very conditional and limited, having used
once on a step 1 value of its weight coefficients, the network
doesn’t come back to it anymore, so that the first layer may in
general be removed from the network by using a matrix of
weight coefficients.
There are following advantages of Hamming neural network:

Fig. 3. Recognition of symbol 1

 small costs of memory;
 the network responds;
 extremely simple algorithm of work;
capacity of a network doesn’t depend on dimension of an
input signal (as in Hopfield’s network) and exactly equals to a
number of neurons.

4. SIMULATIONS OF HOPFIELD AND
HAMMING NETWORKS
Simulation of Hopfield and Hamming networks are performed
by implementing algorithms of both networks using MatLab
R2010b on window environment. Comparative experiment of
Hopfield’s and Hamming’s neural networks in a problem of
symbols recognition were carried out. For learning of a
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Fig. 4. Recognition of symbol 7

Fig. 5. Recognition of symbol e

Fig. 6. Recognition of symbol p

Fig.7. Recognition of symbol q
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5. CONCLUSION
Table 1 shows the comparative results of Hopfield and
Hamming networks. Where (Hamming, Hopfield) of a symbol
at the specified noise level shows recognition of a letter,
namely, 0 indicates not recognized, 1
is completely
recognized and 0.5 indicates recognized with defects.
Hamming network is in general perform better than Hopfield
network and recognized correctly up to 40% of noise level .
Hopfield network results of recognition are much worse, at
recognition of symbol with a similar type letter (e, p, q) there
were difficulties i.e. recognition level 30%. It is the effect of
cross associations.
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